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Jimmy (from the ‘21st Century Robot’ maker project) 
 
Creative Science 2014 (CS'14) is the fourth workshop in a series that started in 2010 
which explores the use of science-fiction to motivate and direct research innovation. 
Creative Science employs art and literature to create prototypes of possible futures. 
These prototypes can target science and engineering products, new business models or 
even socio-political systems. However, in this workshop we will be exploring the use 
of science-fiction narratives to generate, describe and communicate visions for product 
innovation.  The workshop is organised in two parts; the first consists of presentations 
of 4 peer-reviewed SFPs (SF-Prototyping 2014); the second, a hands-on workshop, is 
designed to guide attendees through process of writing SFPs (Imagine 2014).  
 
The first of the presentations is from Tiina KYMÄLÄINEN (a creative science 
regular!), Farrukh SAHAR and Jarmo PALVIAINEN who present a SFP in storyboard 
style. In their story (White Knights of the Smart City), they describe a type of crowd 
sourced support-system for inhabitants of smart cities to help each other. This paper is 
useful at two levels, first the storyboarding approach illustrates a most valuable toolkit 
for SFP and secondly, the product at the heart of this story seems genuinely useful.  
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